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Ab~ract--Large systems of linear ordinary differential equations appear in a natural way in many fields 
of science and engineering. The application of sparse matrix technique is a very useful option in a 
package for solving such systems numerically. Such an option, the code SPARI, is described. Several 
criteria for comparing the efficiency of the code SPARI with the efficiency of the corresponding option, 
the code DENSI. in which the same integration method is used but the sparsity is not exploited, are 
formulated. Numerical examples indicate that in many cases it is better to combine the use of a sparse 
matrix technique with "'dropping" small elements in the course of computations in order to preserve 
the sparsity of the Jacobian matrix. Moreover. it is necessary to develop a device by which all small 
elements are automatically dropped by the code. The consecutive phases in the implementation f the 
above ideas in code SPARI are discussed. The efficiency achieved at each phase is illustrated by the 
use of two representative test-examples arising in the modelling of physical phenomena in nuclear 
magnetic resonance spectroscopy. It is demonstrated that the dropping of small elements i the only 
option that could be used in practice when some !asses of large and stringent problems are to be solved. 
1. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Consider the system of s linear ordinary differential equations (ODE's):  
y = A(t)y + b(t), tE  [0, I"] C R, yED C R e, (1.1) 
where (i) for any t • [0, r] the values of A(t) and b(t) are either given or sufficiently accurate 
approximations to these values can be calculated and (ii) an initial value y(0) = "q is either 
given or a sufficiently accurate approximation Y0 to rl can be obtained. 
If system (1. I) is stiff (see, for example, Lambert [14. Chap. 8]), then approximations to
the values of its exact solution at the points of the grid 
G¥ = {t,,/to = 0. t,,.~ = t,, + h , , .~ .h , . ,  >0 .1 l  =: 0 ( I )N -  1, tu = "r, NEN} (1.2) 
are usually calculated by the use of implicit numerical methods with infinite regions of absolute 
stability. The application of any implicit method in the calculation of an approximate value 
y,, to the value of the exact solution y(t,) for t,, E Gx leads to the solution of one or several 
systems of linear algebraic equations. Two examples are given below in order to illustrate this 
statement. 
Example I . l .  Assume that a BDF (a backward differentiation formula) 
k 
3',, = ~ ct/(h,,)Y,,-i + h,,~5(A(t,,)y,, + b(t,)) (1.3) 
t=[  
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where the coefficients a,(A,,) depend on 
is used in the solution of ( I. I) at step II. Then one system of linear algebraic equations. 
I 
(hdl + A(r,,))y,, = h,T c a,&)y,_, - btr,,). hf “=’ -L. 
,-I k,P 
(1.5) 
is to be solved in order lo determine y,,. 
Example 1.2. Assume that a k-stage diagonally implicit Runge-Kutta method (a DIRK 
method; see Alexander1 I 1). 
+ hr,, + a,h,,). i = I. 2. . . .k: (1.6) 
Y!l = y,,-I + h,, i p,Uh,J ( I .7) 
,=I 
is used in the solution of (1.1) at step n (the sum being by definition equal to zero when i = I ). 
Then k systems of linear algebraic equations 
(h,*r + Aft, + a,h,))k(h,) = 6 A(t,, + aA,,) Y,, + h,, 2 P,,k,(h,) 
[ ( 11: 1 
+ b(r, + a,h,,) , i = 1. 2. . . . ,k. h$ “=’ -I 
I h,,y 
(I 2) 
arc to be solved in order to determine y,. 
BDF’s are used in the well-known codes DIFSUB (Gear[ 10, I I]) and LSODE (Hind- 
marshi 131). A two-stage DIRK method is implemented in the code SIRKUS (N@rsett[ IS]). The 
class of semi-explicit Runge-Kutta methods which lead (after the discretization process) to the 
solution of k systems of linear algebraic equations per integration step is more general than the 
DIRK methods given by (I .6)-( 1.7). Efficient handling of methods of Runge-Kutta type is 
discussed in Burrage(21 and Butcher[4]. A code STRIDE based on more general Runge-Kutta 
methods is developed by Burrage et a1.[3]. 
Consider (1.5) and (1.8). Denote the unknown vectors by z. the right-hand side vectors 
by c and the coefficient matrices by B. It is apparent that the discretization process for systems 
of ODE’s leads to the solution of long sequences of systems of linear algebraic equations of 
the type 
Bz = c (1.9) 
both in the case where BDF’s are used and in the case where methods of Runge-Kutta type 
are applied. The solution of systems of type ( I .9) is a very considerable part of the computational 
work in the numerical treatment of (I. I) when s is large. If matrix A(t) is sparse (i.e. many of 
its elements are equal to zero), then the sparsity can be exploited in order to reduce both the 
storage required and the computing time needed in the computational process. The implemen- 
tation of sparse matrix technique in the solution of large and stiff systems of ODE’s will be 
discussed in the following sections. The ideas applied are fairly general and can be applied in 
connection with many numerical methods for solving ODE‘s. However, in order to facilitate 
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the description and in order to define some criteria for comparison with the case where matrix 
B is dense (or sparse, but the sparsity is not exploited), it is more convenient to consider the 
particular method implemented in a dense code and in a sparse code (DENS I and SPAR l; see 
Zlatev et a1.128. 291) that are designed for linear systems of ODE's. Therefore the integration 
algorithm will be sketched in the next section and after that the implementation of different 
sparse algorithms in connection with the integration algorithm selected will be described. 
2. THE INTEGRATION ALGORITHM USED IN THE SOFTWARE 
Assume that Y0 is a sufficiently accurate approximation to r I and let t, E Gu for n = 0, 
1 . . . . .  N. If all approximations yj to y(tj), j = I, 2 . . . . .  n, are already computed, then the 
next approximation, y ,. ,, is obtained by 
y,,+~ = .v,, + ( l /2)h. (kdh, , )  + k.(h,,)). 
where 
(2.1) 
• i~.kj(h.) = "y.(A(t,, + ( l /2 )h . )y .  + b(t,, + ( I /2)h.)),  (2.2) 
,~.k.(h,,) = ~t.[A(t,, + ( l /2 )h . ) (y .  + h.13kj(h.)) + b(t. + ( l /2)h.)] .  (2.3) 
A,, = ~l.l + A(t,, + ( l /2)h.)  (1 E R 'X' being the identity matrix). (2.4) 
13 = ~ -  1, ~/ = i - V2 /2 .  ~/. = - l /h .~ l .  (2.5) 
The approximation y,+, found by (2. I)-(2.5) is of order 2. Applying an embedding 
technique (such techniques were first proposed by Fehlberg[9]) an approximation ~, +, of order 
3 is calculated by 
h, 
.v.+, = y. + -~ [2(kdh.) + k..(h.)) + k3(h.) + k4(h.)], (2.6) 
where kj(h.)  and k._(h:) are the same as in (2.1) while 
k.a(h.) = A( t . )y .  + b(t.) (2.7) 
and 
k~(h,,) = A(t,, + h,,){y,, + h.[13(k,(h,,) - k._(h.)) + k3(h.)]} + b(t. + h.). (2.8) 
A non-negative acceptabilio, function 
T(t.) = c([[y,,-  Y,,[I) = - -  
chn-  I 
6 
(llk~(h,,_t) + k,_(h,,_,) - k3(h,_ ~) - k4(h,_,)iJ) (2.9) 
is defined for all t,, ~ Gx (c ~ 1 being a constant) and the approximation y,+, is declared as 
acceptable when 
T(t,,. ,) <- ¢(t,,. t), (2.10) 
where ~(t,,) is some error-tolerancefimction defined for all t,, E G~,. 
If the acceptability check (2.10) fails, then the step is not always rejected immediately. 
There are options where extrapolation techniques (introduced first by Richardson[ 16]) are used 
in a second acceptabilit3." check, which can be described as follows. Calculate, by the use of 
(2. I)-(2.5). two approximations y,,._, and y,*__, starting with y,,. ~ (and using h,,÷, = h,) and 
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with y~ (and using a stepsize 2h,,) respectively. Define a second acceptabilit 3.fio~ction 
C ~ 
T*(tn) = -~ (IIY,, - .v,*,ll) (c* ->__ 1 being a constant) (2.11) 
on the set of all t. E GN for which (2.10) is not satisfied. If 
T*(t,,._,) ~ ~(t,,._.) (2.12) 
then both y.+~ and y.+z are declared as acceptable. If (2.12) is not satisfied, then both y,,. 
and y. + 2 are rejected and the calculations are restarted by computing a new approximation y,,_ 
with a reduced stepsize. 
The algorithm (2.1)-(2.12) requires the solution of 2 systems of linear algebraic equations 
per successful step which is accepted after the first acceptability check (2.10). If the second 
acceptability check is applied (only when the check (2.10) fails and when the user has specified 
an option in which the second acceptability check is used), then the code carries out two small 
steps (with a stepsize h.) and one large step (with a stepwise 2h.). If the small stepsizes only 
are counted, then the code solves 3 systems of linear algebraic equations per successful step 
when the second acceptability check is used. This means that the solution of linear algebraic 
equations is a substantial part of the integration process. This part of the computations i  discussed 
below. 
Let 
b'~(t. + ( l /2)h,)  = ",/~(A(t. + ( l /2)h, , )y .  + b(t. + (l/2)h,,)), (2.13) 
b~(t.  + ( l /2)h.)  = ?.[A(t .  + ( l /2)h, , ) (y.  + h.f3k~(hD) + b(t,, + (l/2)h,,)] (2.14) 
and assume that the decomposition 
L .U .  = P,~,,Q,, (2.15) 
is calculated by the use of the Gaussian elimination process (this means that L. is a unit lower 
triangular matrix, Un is an upper triangular matrix, P. and Q, are permutation matrices). The 
systems (2.2) and (2.3) can be rewritten as 
prLnu.Qrk.~(h.)  = b*(t.  + (l/2)h,,) (m = 1.2). (2.16) 
If systems (2.16) are large (and this is the case when A(t) is sparse), then it is not efficient 
to calculate the decomposition (2.15) at each integration step. It is normally better to keep an 
old decomposition LjUj with j < n and to use the iterative refinement (IR) processes: 
r~l(hn) = b*(tn + (l/2)hn) - Ankl~(h,,), i = 0, 1 . . . . .  p,. - 1, m = I. 2; (2.17) 
dl.~t(h.) --- Qj(LjUj)-'PjrI'~I(h.), i = O, I . . . . .  p,. - !, m = 1. 2; (2.18) 
k~+'l(hn) = k~l(h~) + d~l(h.), i = 0, 1 . . . . .  p,~ - 1, m = 1.2; (2.19) 
in the calculation first of k~(h.) and then of k..(h,,). 
Starting approximations for the above IR processes can be obtained either by the use of 
the values, kdh._  ~) ~d k2(h._ ,), of these functions found at the previous step or by solving 
k~l(h,,) = Q j (L jU) ) - 'P ib* ( t  . + (I/2)h,,). m = 1, 2. (2.20) 
The 1R processes (2.17)-(2.19) are terminated if for some i any of the following stopping 
criteria is satisfied 
Ilan~l(h,)ll <- (25/h,,)~(t,,) (5 = O.1L m = 1.2: (2.21) 
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lldl:,J(h.)ll > IId~,-'Jth,,)ll A i > i. m = I, 2; 
i = MAXIT(m). m = I, 2; 
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(2.22) 
(2.23) 
where MAXIT(m) is the maximal number of iterations allowed in the calculation of k~(hn) when 
m = 1 and the corresponding number for k:(h,) when m = 2. 
Consider the use of the IR process in the calculation of kj(h,) (or, in other words, the case 
where m = l ). If the 1R process is stopped either by (2.22) or by (2.23), then (2.21) is normally 
not satisfied and the result is not acceptable. If this is so, then a new decomposition 
T T P,L,U,Q, must be calculated at step n. When this happens, kj(h,) and k2(hJ are set equal to 
Q,,(L,U,)-~P,,b*(t,, + (l/2)h,) and Q,(L,U,)-tP~b*(t, + (I/2)h,) respectively. If (2.21) is 
satisfied, then the result obtained by (2.17)-(2.19) with m = I is acceptable and k,(hn) is set 
equal to k~',](hn). 
The result obtained by (2.17)-(2.19) with m = 2 is rejected or accepted in a similar way. 
If the IR process is stopped either by (2.22) or by (2.23). then as a rule (2.21) is not satisfied 
and the result is not acceptable. If this is so, then a new decomposition r r P,L,U,Q~ is calculated 
and k2(h,,) is set equal to Q,(L,,U,,)-~P,b*(t,, + (I/2)h,). If (2.21) is satisfied, then the result 
obtained by (2.17)-(2.19) with m = 2 is acceptable and k2(h,) is set equal to k~:~l(hn). 
The algorithm sketched above is implemented in the codes DENS I and SPAR I (Zlatev et 
a/.[28, 29]). The exploitation of the sparsity of matrix A(t) in connection with this algorithm 
will be discussed in the following sections. However, several remarks are needed before this 
discussion. 
Remark 2.1. The integration algorithm given by (2.1)-(2.5) is a modified diagonally 
implicit Runge-Kutta method (an MDIRKM; Zlatev[19]). It is shown in [19] that this method 
is AN-stable (in fact, it can easily be proved that the method is B-stable). However, the auxiliary 
method used in the first acceptability criterion is not even A-stable. This means that if the 
system of ODE's is very stiff, then the first acceptability check may indicate failure even when 
the approximation y,,. ~ obtained by (2.1) (which is B-stable) is quite acceptable. Such cases 
were observed in some experiments (Zlatev et al.[27}). The introduction of the second ac- 
ceptability check is very efficient in this situation (where the problem is normally very stiff; 
see Zlatev et al. [27] again). This is the reason for including options where the second accept- 
ability check is used in the codes. It must he emphasized here that in these options the second 
acceptability check is activated only when the first one fails. Therefore the number of steps 
where the first acceptability check only is used is very large also when options allowing the 
application of the second acceptability check are specified. This increases the efficiency because 
the use of the first acceptability check is much cheaper; no solution of systems of linear algebraic 
equations is needed in (2.7)-(2.8). In the discussion carried out in the following sections it is 
assumed that the second acceptability check is used only occasionally and, thus, its contribution 
to the global computational work is negligible. This assumption has been made after many 
experiments, where most of the steps were accepted by the first acceptability check (however, 
examples where a considerable number of steps are accepted by the second acceptability check 
could be constructed). 
Remark 2.2. The fact that the system (1.1) is linear is exploited not only to represent the 
algorithms given in this section in a more transparent form but also in the computation of the 
coefficients. The approximation (2.6) is of order 3 only for linear systems of ODE's (and, thus, 
the first acceptability check will work only for linear systems). The exploitation of the linearity 
has allowed us to design the integration algorithm in a very efficient way. In order to illustrate 
this fact let us mention that: 
(i) only two function evaluations per successful step in which the first acceptability check 
is in use are needed and 
(ii) if the step is rejected, then there is no need to recalculate k3(h,); assuming that k.~(h,) 
is calculated before the calculation of k~(h,,) and k:(h,,). 
Remark 2.3. A careful study of Example i.I and Example 1.2 shows that in general the 
use of BDF's is more profitable than the use of formulae of Runge-Kutta type. However, the 
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latter formulae are more efficient han the BDF's when the Jacobian matrix A(t) has eigenvalues 
close to the imaginary axis. This is the case for problems arising in nuclear magnetic resonance 
spectroscopy (see Fig. 1 in Schaumburg and Wasniewski[17]). Some experiments carried out 
by the NAG subroutines based on BDF's (see Giadwell[ 12]) and by our codes in the solution 
of spectroscopic problems howed much better performance of the latter codes. However. the 
opposite was true when some problems whose Jacobian matrices have real eigenvalues were 
solved. Therefore the use of both DENS I and SPARI is recommended when the Jacobian matrix 
has eigenvalues close to the imaginary axis. 
Remark 2•4. It should he emphasized that the 2 systems of linear algebraic equations {2.2)- 
(2.3) have the same coefficient matrix ~,,,(n = I, 2 . . . . .  N). The application of other two- 
stage RK methods in the discretization of (1.1) leads to the solution of 2 systems of linear 
algebraic equations with different matrices. This means that the MDIRKM's are clearly better 
when small problems (1.1) are solved (the simple application of the Gaussian elimination at 
each integration step is the best choice for such problems, [27], and the MD1RKM's will require 
only one decomposition per successful step with the first acceptability check, while the cor- 
responding number is 2 when any other two-stage RK method (1.7) is used. If the system (1.1 ) 
is large and the IR process is in use, then the advantage of using MDIRKM's is not very clear. 
Nevertheless, the fact that the 2 systems (2.2)-(2.3) have the same coefficient matrix indicates 
that if the IR process is convergent in the solution of (2.2), it will also be convergent in the 
solution of (2.3), because the convergence depends only on matrix//., - .2.j (/ij, j < n, being 
the matrix whose decomposition is in use at step n). In order to enhance the possibility of 
terminating the second IR process with (2.21), MAX1T(2) = MAXIT(I) + 3 is used. The 
successful termination of the second IR process is desirable because if the result produced by 
these calculations i rejected, then a new decomposition is needed for finding k,_(h,,). 
Remark 2.5. An attempt to terminate the IR process in an optimal way is made by the use 
of (2.21). Indeed, it should be expected that y, is calculated so that Ily(t,) - y,,l[ ~ ~(t,,). 
Therefore it is natural to require that the condition (h,/2)(tlk~,,l(hD - k~.,-~=(h,)tl) ~ ~(t,), 
m = 1, 2 is also satisfied (or, in other words, that both k~',l(h,,) and ktf:l(h,) are calculated with 
the same degree of accuracy as y,). 
Remark 2.6. It seems to be necessary to keep a copy of,,i,; see (2.17). However, matrix 
,,/,, can be calculated by (2.4) using matrix A(t, + ( 1/2)h,,) which is needed after the calculation 
of k~(h,), see (2.3), and therefore must be kept in any case. The computation of A, by (2.4) 
is very cheap; only s additions are needed. 
Many other details concerning the integration algorithm implemented in the codes DENS ! 
and SPARI can he found in Zlatevll9] and Zlatev et a/.[27-291. 
3. EXPLOITAT ION OF THE SPARSITY  
In code DENS l, for solving systems (I.1) with dense matrices A(t), two 2-dimensional 
arrays A and AJAC are used. At step n the elements of matrix A(t, + ( 1/2)h,,) and the elements 
of a decomposition LjUj( j  <- n) are held in arrays A and AJAC respectively. Moreover, several 
l-dimensional arrays are used in code DENS I. The most important of these arrays are the 
following. The elements of vectors k~(h,,), k:(h,), k~(h,,) and k4(h,) (see the previous ection) 
are kept in four l-dimensional arrays of length s. Information about the column interchanges 
(matrix Qj) is stored in a I-dimensional INTEGER array of length s (in the dense case a partial 
pivoting is used and therefore Pi = / for all steps j at which a decomposition is calculated). 
Several -dimensional rrays of length s are used as a working space (for example, in order to 
keep the elements of the residual vectors r!',;(h,) and the correction vectors d',l(h,,), m = 1, 2. 
in the IR processes at step n). 
The main changes in the transition from dense matrix technique (DMT) to sparse matrix 
technique (SMT) concern the 2-dimensional rrays• These arrays are replaced by l-dimensional 
arrays with the same names (A and AJAC) in which the nonzero elements of matrices A(t,, + 
(l/2)h,,), L / and U, are kept at step n. The storage scheme applied for array A is different from 
the storage scheme applied for array AJAC. Array A is an input array (in general, it will be 
necessary to update the contents of this array at each step). Therefore the storage scheme used 
in connection with this array must be as simple as possible (in order to facilitate the input 
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operations). At the same time, the storage scheme shoui~l be such that some simple operations 
(as, for example, matrix-vector p oducts) could easily be carried out using the storage in array 
A in a static manner. A more complicated storage scheme is needed for the elements of array 
AJAC because the sparsity pattern of matrix % ! + A(t, + (I/2)h~) is to be transformed 
(dynamically, in the course of the Gaussian elimination) to the sparsity pattern of its decom- 
position L~Ui. This means that the storage scheme used in connection with array AJAC should 
allow dynamic variations of the order of elements within array AJAC. 
The above analysis hows that 3 tasks must be solved in the transition from a DMT code 
to an SMT code (this being true not only for the particular case where the transition from 
DENSl to SPARi is considered). These three tasks are: 
(i) find a single storage scheme for the elements in array A, 
(ii) use the storage scheme selected in (i) to carry out some simple computations (as 
matrix-vector p oducts) without varying the order of the elements in array A, 
(iii) develop a storage scheme for array AJAC which allows dynamic variations (needed 
in the Gaussian transformations). 
The solution of these three tasks in connection with code SPAR l will be discussed in this 
section. 
3.1. Input storage scheme 
Assume that there are NZ non-zero elements in matrix A(t). These must be stored in array 
A (of length NZ). The order in which the non-zero elements are stored in array A is arbitrary; 
however, if the non-zero element ao(t,, + (l/2)h,) from A(t, + (l/2)h,) is stored in A(K) 
( 1 <- K <= NZ), then RNR(K) = i and SNR(K) = j must also be assigned. RNR and SNR are 
INTEGER arrays of length NZ. This is the simplest input requirement: only the non-zero elements 
of matrix A(t,, + ( 1/2)h,) together with their row and column numbers are to be stored in arrays 
A, RNR and SNR respectively. It is not necessary to order the non-zero elements in a special 
way; any order of the non-zero elements is acceptable. This storage scheme was first used in 
code ST (Zlatev and Thomsen[22]). It is used in two well-known sparse packages MA28 
(Duff[6], Duff and Reid[7]) and YI2M (Zlatev and Wasniewski[24], Zlatev et a1.[25, 26]). 
3.2. Performance of simple operations 
Assume that an expression of type z = Ax + v has to be calculated. Let vectors x, y 
and : be stored in arrays X, Y and Z respectively. Assume that matrix A is sparse with NZ non- 
zero elements which are stored in array A as described in Sec. 3. l (i.e. their row and column 
numbers are stored in arrays RNR and SNR). Let NS be the length of vectors, x, y and z as 
well as the order of matrix A (in the following sections parameter NS will be equal to the number 
s of equations in the system of ODE's). Vector z can be calculated by the use of the following 
piece of code: 
DO 10/ = I ,NS  
10 Z(I) = Y(I) 
DO 20/  = I ,NZ 
20 Z(RNR(I)) = Z(RNR(I)) + A(I) * X(SNR(I)). 
The above piece of code could in an obvious way be modified for calculating z = Ax (in 
the second line Y(I) has to be replaced by 0.0). The computation ofz = Ax + v requires O(NZ) 
multiplications (the number of additions being nearly the same) when an SMT is in use. The 
corresponding number is O(NS'-) when the sparsity is not exploited. Four expressions of the 
type : = Ax + v have to be calculated at each successful step by the integration algorithm 
sketched in Sec. 2. 
3.3. Storage scheme for the Gaussian elimination 
It is not so simple Icompared with the calculations in Sec. 3.2) to exploit the sparsity in 
the solution of the two systems of linear algebraic equations at step n(n -- 1, 2 . . . . .  N). The 
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main difficulty arises because new non-zero elements are normally created in the course of the 
Gaussian transformations. Consider the main formula used in the Gaussian elimination process: 
~,k~t~- i~,k ,  ~,k, :/: O, k = l(1)s - I a~+~'  = a~'  - . , ,  , . , ,  . . ,  .~  
i = k + l(l)s, j = k + l(l)s, a ; : '~ : , , , .  (3.[) 
If a}~' = 0 but neither a}~ ) = 0 nor a~' = 0, then a new non-zero elementfill-m is created 
in position (i, j). This new non-zero element must be located in some place. This means that 
the storage structure should be varied in the course of the computations. Moreover. easy access 
to all non-zero elements in a given row is needed in order to perform efficiently the operations 
indicated in formula (3.1). Finally, easy access to the non-zero elements in the columns is 
required in the pivotal search carried out in an attempt both to ensure a stable computational 
process and to keep the number of fill-ins small (to preserve the sparsity of the original matrix) 
(see Zlatev[18]). This shows that the structure described in Sec. 3.1 and successfully used (in 
a static manner) in Sec. 3.2 is not suitable for the Gaussian transformations. Therefore another 
structure (prepared by the code) is used in the latter case. The non-zero elements of matrix A,, 
are calculated by the use of (2.4) and stored in array AJAC (ordered by rows; first the non- 
zero elements of the first row, then the non-zero elements of the second row and so on). If 
aq E ,,{, is stored in AJAC(K) (l <= K <- NZ), then SNRJAC(K) = j is also assigned by the 
code (SNRJAC being an INTEGER array). Let the non-zero elements of row i be located from 
position K, to position K* in array AJAC (their column numbers being located between the 
same positions in array SNRJAC). Then HA(i, 1) = K, and HA(i, 3) = K,* are stored (HA(NS, 
11 ) being an INTEGER array; HA (i, 2) is equal to K~ at the beginning of the Gaussian elimination, 
but later on it is used to separate the non-zero elements in row i of matrix L,, from the non- 
zero elements in row i of matrix U,,). The row numbers of the non-zero elements of matrix A,, 
are ordered by columns (first the row numbers of the non-zero elements of the first column, 
then the row numbers of the non-zero elements of the second column and so on) and stored in 
an INTEGER array RNRJAC. If the row numbers of the non-zero elements in column j are 
located between positions Kj and K* in array RNRJAC, then HA(j, 4) = K, and HA(j, 6) = 
Kj* are assigned (HA(j, 5) = Kj in the beginning of the Gaussian elimination, but later on it 
is used to separate the row numbers of the non-zero elements in column j of matrix L,, from 
the row numbers of the non-zero elements in column j of matrix U,,). 
If a new non-zero element, say a!*) is created, then a copy of row i is made after the last 
non-zero element kept in MAC.  A corresponding copy of the column numbers of the non-zero 
elements in row i is made in SNRJAC and the contents of HA(i, ~), )z = 1, 2, 3, are updated. 
The new non-zero element is stored at the end of the new copy of row i; its column number is 
stored at the same position in array SNRJAC. The inserting of a new non-zero element is taken 
into account in the updating of HA(i, 3). The locations occupied before these operations by the 
non-zero elements of row i and by their column numbers are freed. This means that there can 
be free locations between two rows (in arrays AJAC and SNRJAC) when k > I. Therefore 
before making a new copy of row i it is worthwhile to check about free lcoations either before 
the first non-zero element of row i or after the last non-zero element of row i. If there are such 
locations, then the new non-zero element is stored in one of them. In this way the number of 
new copies made in the course of the computations i normally reduced, but, nevertheless. 
many new copies are as a rule made. This means that the capacity of arrays AJAC and SNRJAC 
may be exceeded. If this happens, then it is necessary to compress the structure performing the 
so-called garbage collection (after this action there are no free locations between the rows). 
A similar procedure is used in connection with the column oriented structure (arrays 
RNRJAC, HA(*, 4), HA(*, 5) and HA(*, 6)). There are two differences only: 
(i) one works with the row numbers of the non-zero elements only (in the procedure tbr 
the row oriented structure, which has been described above, both the non-zero elements and 
their column numbers are involved in the transformations) and 
(ii) the row numbers of the non-zero elements in column k are not needed after the k'th 
stage of the Gaussian elimination and therefore these are removed by the code from array 
RNRJAC alter stage k. 
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The above discussion shows that the length of arrays AJAC, SNRJAC and RNRJAC must 
be greater than NZ. Let NN he the length of arrays AJAC and SNRJAC. Let NNI be the length 
of array RNRJAC. In the sparse matrix subroutines attached to the code SPAR i (the subroutines 
of package Y I2M: see Zlatev120, 211. Zlatev et a1.125. 261 and Osterby and Zlatev1301) NN >- 
2NZ is required and NN1 = 0.6NN is recommended. 
It should be mentioned that the pivotal elements, , ,-,"', k = 1. 2, . . . ,s, are stored in a 
special array PIVOT of length NS. while information needed in the pivotal interchanges i
stored in the last 5 columns of array HA. 
More details concerning the sparse matrix technique applied in the subroutines of package 
Y I2M, which are called in the code SPAR I, can be found in 120, 21,25, 26,301. The information 
given in this section is sufficient for the discussion on the storage requirements and the computing 
time needed when SPAR I is used instead of DENS I. This discussion will be carried out in the 
following sections. 
a,. COMPARISON OF THE SPARSE CODE WITH THE DENSE CODE 
The same integration algorithm (the algorithm described in Section 2) with the same rules 
for accepting the results computed in a given step has been implemented in codes DENS I 
(Zlatev et al.128]) and SPARI (Zlatev et a!.1291). DMT is used in DENSI, while SMT is 
applied in SPAR i. This is the only difference between the two codes and, therefore, a comparison 
of the two codes will show in a rather clear way when SPAR I should he preferred and when 
the use of DENS I gives better esults. Such a comparison is carried out below. The length of 
the one-dimensional rrays NS will be used instead of s when the storage requirements are 
discussed. 
4.1. Storage requirements 
The two 2-dimensional arrays, A and AJAC, in which the matrices A(t,, + (l/2)h,), L~ 
and U, are kept at step n, together with the INTEGER array IPVT, where information about 
the column interchanges during the decomposition at step j (j -< n) is stored, are replaced by 
the arrays given in Table 4.1 in the transition from DENS I to SPAR I. Assume that all real 
numbers are declared in single precision and that the integer numbers occupy the same storage 
in the computer memory as the real numbers. Then S = 3NZ + 2NN + NNI + 12NS locations 
are used in SPAR! instead of the D = 2NS: + NS locations used for A, AJAC and IPVT in 
DENSI. Set NN = vNZ and NNI = 0.6vNZ. It is easily seen that 
S <= D ~ NZ/NS" <= g(v. NS) (4.1) 
with 
'~ ' (  11 '~/  3 
Ns)  -- 2 - + 2 .6 , , ) .  (4.2) 
Since 2 is the minimal value of v, see Sec. 3.3. and since 
gIv. NS) < g(2. NS) < lim (g(2, NS)) < 0.244, 
~¢Yi~ x 
(4.3) 
it is obvious that the use of DENSI is more efficient (with regard to the storage requirements) 
than the use of SPAR I when NZ/NS ~" > 0.25. The converse is, however, not true. The efficiency 
of SPAR I depends on NS and NZ (which are entirely determined by the particular problem 
solved) as well as on v (which depends also on our expectation for fill-ins and, thus, on the 
way in which storage is reserved for the run under consideration). When the choice of v is 
made. one can compute the value of g(v. NS) and use (4. I ) to decide whether SPAR I or DENS I 
should be preferred (with regard to the storage requirements only). Some values of function 
glv. NS~ are given in Table 4.2. It is seen that this function is slowly varying in NS. while the 
variation in v is considerable. 
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Table 4.1. The arrays used in SPARI instead of the 2-dimensional rrays and the array IPVT used in DENS I 
Name of the Array Type Length of the Array 
A REAL ,VZ 
SNR INTEGER NZ 
RNR INTEGER NZ 
AJAC REAL NN 
SNRJAC INTEGER NN 
RNRJAC INTEGER ,VN I 
HA INTEGER I INS 
PIVOT REAL NS 
It must be emphasized that function g(v, NS) is machine dependent, Two examples are 
given below to illustrate this. If INTEGER,2 statements are available on the computer under 
consideration, then S = 2.NZ + 1.5NN + 0.5NNI + 6.5NS. g(v, NS) = (2 - 6/NS)/(2 + 
1.8v) and lim (g(2, NS)) = 0.357 as NS ~ ~c. If both double precision is in use and 
INTEGER*2 statements are available, then S = 1.5NZ + 1.25NN + 0.25NNI + 3.75NS, 
g(v, NS) = (2 - 3.5/NS)/(1.5 + 1.4v) and lim (g(2, NS)) = 0.465 as NS ---) ~c. Again, if 
the choice of v is made, then one can compute g(v, NS) and use (4.1) in order to decide which 
code (DENS 1 or SPAR l) is to be chosen when the storage requirements are taken into account. 
4.2. Computing time 
Assume that an old decomposition LjU i is used at step n(n > j). Assume also that the step 
is accepted by the first acceptability check (2.10). Then 
Nt)~ss, = [2(pl + p.,) + 6Is" + O(s) (4.4) 
multiplications are needed at step n when DENS I is used (the number of additions being 
approximately the same). 
Assume that the number of the non-zero elements in the factors Lj and Uj is NZ + NF 
(NF being the number of fill-ins created in the elimination process). Write NZ + NF = )xNZ 
()x ->_ 1). Then 
Nsp^Rt = [(I + I~)(p, + p,_) + 2ix + 4]NZ + O(s) (4.5) 
multiplications axe needed at step n when SPARI is used (the number of additions being 
approximately the same). 
Let the number of equations in the system of ODE's (1. i) be sufficiently large. Then it 
is obvious that: 
NZ 2(p~ + P2) + 6 
NspAal < NDESSb '~. ,~ , -  < . (4.6) 
s z (I + p.)(p~ + p_,) + 2Ix + 4 
Assume that: 
(i) the number N of integration steps is large, 
(ii) only a few decompositions are computed and 
(iii) the steps are accepted mainly by (2.10). 
Table 4.2. Values of function g(v. NS) for different values of v and NS 
NS v=2 v=3 v=4 v=5 v=6 
I00 0.230 O, 175 O. 141 O. 118 O. 102 
250 0.239 0, 181 O. 146 O. 122 0.105 
1000 0.243 O. 184 0.148 O. 124 0.107 
~: 0.244 O. 185 O. 149 O. 125 O. 108 
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Table 4.3. Values of function ,~(IJ.. '6) for ~)me values of I,t and '6 
V- # =4 ,6=6 ,6=8 p = I0 
1.5 0.82 0.82 0.81 0.81 
2.0 0.70 0.69 0.69 0.68 
2.5 0.61 0.60 0.59 0.59 
3.0 0.54 0.53 0.52 0.52 
3.5 0.48 0.47 0.47 0.46 
4.0 0.44 0.43 0.42 0.42 
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Let ~ be the average number of interations per integration step for the run under consid- 
eration. The relationship (4.6) indicates that ifs is sufficiently large and if the above assumptions 
are satisfied, then the code SPARI will be more efficient han the code DENSI (with regard 
to the computing time needed) when 
NZ 
-7  < g(Ix,/~), (4.7) 
S- 
where 
,kf 2p+6 
,q(Ix, P) = 
(I + Ix)p + 2Ix + 4 
Some values of function $(Ix,/~) are given in Table 4.3. It is seen that function g(Ix, 0) 
is very slowly varying in/L while the variation in Ix is considerable. It is also seen that at steps 
where no decomposition is calculated the code SPARI will perform more efficiently than the 
code DENS 1 even if the matrix is not very sparse. However, the computational cost at the step 
where a decomposition is calculated is rather large and, therefore, a careful analysis of this 
situation is necessary. 
Assume that a decomposition is carried out at step n and that the approximation calculated 
by (2.1) is accepted by (2.10). Then 
N~ENS~ = (I/3)S 3 + O(S) (4.8) 
multiplications are needed in the decomposition atstep n when DENS 1 is used (the number of 
additions being approximately the same). 
Assume that NZ + NF  = IXNZ (Ix >- I) is the number of non-zero elements in L, and 
U,,. A very crude estimation of a number corresponding to that given by (4.8) which could be 
used in connection with SPARI can be written as 
NZ 2 
NSPARI = 2IX 2 + O(S). (4.9) 
s 
The number N~'Parl is found by using the following assumptions: 
(i) the distribution of the non-zero elements in matrix .4,, is uniform and 
(ii) the average number of rows involved in a stage of the Gaussian elimination is Ia.NZ/ 
s. while the average number of non-zero elements per row is also taArZ/s. 
If these assumptions are satisfied, then the average number of multiplications per stage (in 
the Gaussian elimination) is Ft'-NZ'-/s 2. It is clear after this observation that (4.9) holds when 
(i) and (ii) hold if an additional factor 2 is introduced. By this factor an attempt o take into 
account he considerable overhead (due to the use of indirect indices, to merging rows with 
different sparsity patterns, to the pivotal search etc.) is made. 
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If (4.9) holds and if s is sufficiently large, then 
NZ J¢' 1 
NDENSt"" S 2 I.L~ ~'~0 NspARt < - -  < g*(Ix), g*(Ix) = - -  • (4.10) 
It should he noted that, while (4.6) is rather eliable. (4.10) is derived by imposing severe 
restrictions on the non-zero elements and their distribution. Nevertheless, (4.10) indicates clearly 
that the values of NZ/s" for which SPARI becomes more efficient han DENS I at steps where 
decompositions are carried out are much smaller than the values of NZ/s'- for which SPARI 
becomes more efficient han DENS1 at steps where an old decomposition is used (the values 
being 0.16 and 0.59 respectively when IX = 2.5 and/5 = 10). This shows that one should 
attempt either to reduce the number of steps at which a decomposition is carried out (by restricting 
the variation of the stepsize and/or using a large MAXIT in the IR processes) or to reduce IX. 
The experiments carried out in an attempt to design the stepsize selection strategy so that the 
number of decompositions is minimized were for some particular problems rather successful. 
but in many cases the opposite ffect was also observed (the number of steps was increased 
considerably without a significant change of the number of decompositions). Therefore attempts 
to design a device for reducing IX were carried out. These attempts will be discussed in the 
following sections. However, first some results, which indicate that a reduction of Ix is desirable 
for problems modelling real physical phenomena, will be presented. 
4.3. Numerical experiments with DENSI and SPARI 
Many numerical experiments have been carried out with DENSI and SPARI in order to 
compare the performance of the two codes in different situations. Two spectroscopic problems 
will be used as working examples in this section and in the following sections. The first example 
is not very large; 63 equations. Moreover, it is not very sparse; NZ/s'- = 0.21. Therefore, by 
the use of this example the performance of SPAR! should not be better (according to the criteria 
given in Sec. 4.1 and Sec. 4.2) than that of DENSI. The second example is larger; s = 255. 
The density of the non-zero elements i smaller (compared with that for the first example); NZ/ 
s 2 = 0.05. Therefore the sparse code should perform better than the dense code for this exam21e. 
The results for s = 63 are given in Table 4.4 It is seen that, since IX = 2.35, I/IXV6 = 
0.17, which shows that DENSI is more efficient when a decomposition is performed (this 
happens at about 10% of all successful steps). The average number of substitutions per step is 
/5 = 6.37. Thus, o~(ix, #) = 0,62, which indicates that SPARI is more efficient han DENSI 
at steps where an old decomposition is in use. This explains why the difference in the computing 
times is very small though DENS I is more efficient when decompositions are performed and 
though both the number of decompositions and the number of substitutions are smaller when 
DENS I is in use (the decrease of the number of decompositions being more than 18%). The 
decrease of the numbers of decompositions and substitutions i  not a surprise. This fact can he 
explained as follows. The pivotal strategy is normally relaxed (in order to keep the number of 
fill-ins small) when a sparse version of the Gaussian elimination is in use, see, for example, 
Duff and Reid[71 or Zlatev[ 181. Therefore the factors L and U computed by SPARI are usually 
more inaccurate than those computed by DENS I. This means that these factors should often 
he updated in the course of the numerical integration. Moreover. the iterative processes tends 
to be slower (because the old decompositions u ed are inaccurate). 
Table 4.4. Results obtained in a run of a medium spectroscopic problem (63 equations) with an error-tolerance 
~.= 10 -J 
Compared Characteristics DENS I SPAR I 
Function evaluations 1571 1597 
Successful steps 763 774 
Decompositions 67 82 
Substitutions 4554 5038 
Non-zero elements in the beginning (NZ) 839 839 
Maximal number of occupied locations in AJAC 3969 1972 
Computing time 60.98 63.09 
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Table 4.5. Results obtained in a nm of a large spectroscopic roblem (255 equations) with an error-tolerance 
~= 10-: 
Compared Characteristics DENS I SPAR I 
Function evaluations 973 979 
Successful steps 470 473 
Decompositions 59 67 
Substitutions 2763 3015 
Non-zero elements in the beginning (NZ) 3323 3323 
Maximal number of occupied locations in AJAC 65025 20170 
Computing time 805.08 606.52 
It should be mentioned here that DENS I is clearly more efficient (compared with SPAR I ) 
when the storage requirements are taken into account. Indeed, v = 3 is to be used when the 
lengths NN and NNI (of arrays AJAC, SNRJAC and RNRJAC) are to be determined; v must 
be larger than p. because a reasonable space for making copies of rows and columns, see Sec. 
3, should be reserved. The value of function g(v, NS) for v = 3 and NS = 63 is 0.17 and 
NZ/s 2 = 0.21 is larger than this value. This is true under the assumption that integers and real 
numbers occupy the same storage in the computer under consideration, if INTEGER*2 state- 
ments are available and if double precision is in use, then g(3, 63) = 0.34 and SPARI is more 
efficient. 
The results for s = 255 are given in Table 4.5. For this problem t z = 6.07 and 
l /gV 'g  = 0.07 and (since NZ/s ~ = 0.05) SPARI is the better .choice at steps where a 
decomposition is to be performed; see (4.10). The average number of substitutions per step (for 
SPARI) is 6.37 and ,q(Iz,/5) = ,q(6.07, 6.37) = 0.31. This shows that SPARi is more efficient 
than DENS I also at the steps where an old decomposition is used; see (4.6). Again, the number 
of decompositions and the number of substitutions are both smaller when DENS I is run (the 
reasons being explained above). Nevertheless, the sparse code uses only about 75% of the 
computing time spent by the dense code. 
SPAR I is the better choice also when the storage requirements are taken into account. 
It is reasonable to use v = 7 in this situation (though v = 6.5 will be sufficient) and 
g(7, 255) = 0.09 is larger than NZ/NS" = 0.05. 
The examples discussed in this paragraph show clearly that the performance of SPARI 
depends in a very crucial way on the parameter ~. Therefore a device, by which an attempt o 
keep ~, small is carried out, seems to be useful. The development of such a device and the 
performance of SPARI when this device is applied will be discussed in the following sections. 
5. DROPPING SMALL ELEMENTS 
In many cases the elements calculated by (3.1) are rather small. If this is so, then it is 
worthwhile to neglect such elements (freeing the locations occupied by them and their row and 
column numbers in arrays AJAC, RNRJAC and SNRJAC). If such an action is carried out, 
then both computing time and storage may be saved (NZ + NF = g, NZ or, in other words, I,~ 
becomes smaller). The factors L and U will be inaccurate after neglecting small elements. 
However, the accuracy lost is normally regained in the IR process. It is obvious that the speed 
of convergence will as a rule be slower when small elements are removed from the arrays 
AJAC, RNRJAC and SNRJAC, but the gain achieved in the decomposition process is normally 
rather large and, therefore, the global computational time is often reduced considerably when 
small elements are neglected (note too that also the cost per iteration becomes maller if many 
small elements are removed). The idea of removing, or dropping, small elements was first 
proposed by Evans[8]. Some implementations of the idea in sparse codes are described in 
Zlatev[20, 21 ]. Zlatev et a/.[25. 26], Osterby and Zlatev[30]. The main principle used in the 
implementation is very simple. A special parameter, a drop-tolerance T, is introduced and if 
]a',~-~'j -< T (k = ! .2  . . . . .  s - 1: i = k + 1. k + 2 . . . . .  s: 
j = k + l . k  + 2 . . . . .  s), (5.1) 
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Table 5.1. Results obtained in a run of a medium spectroscopic problem (63 equation~) '.~ith t = 10 and 
with two diffenmt values of the drop-tolerance T 
Compared Characteristics T = 0.0 T = 2.O 
Function evaluations 1597 1547 
Successful steps 77.1 7.19 
Decompositions 82 85 
Substitutions 5038 5364 
Non-zero elements in the beginning (NZ) 839 839 
Maximal number of occupied locations in AJAC 1972 896 
Computing time 63.09 39.21 
then al~*" is removed from array AJAC and its row and column numbers are removed from 
RNRJAC and SNRJAC respectively. The efficiency of the use of positive values of the drop- 
tolerance T is illustrated by the results given in Table 5. I and Table 5.2. The same spectroscopic 
problems as in Sec. 4.3 are run and the results obtained by using a large drop-tolerance are 
compared with the results obtained by the option where no non-zero element is removed (T = 
0); the latter results are identical with the results for SPARI given in Sec. 4.3. It is seen that 
the first three of the quantities compared are nearly the same (both when s = 63 and when 
s = 255) in the cases where T = 0 and T > 0 (but slightly smaller for T = 0). The numbers 
of substitutions are increased when T > 0, but, nevertheless, the global computing times are 
decreased. The decrease of the computing time is greater for the large problem (where such a 
decrease is much more desirable). It is seen that the values of p. are 1.07 (when s = 63) and 
2.32 (when s = 255). This is a very considerable reduction compared with the case where 
T = 0 (when T = 0 the corresponding numbePs were 2.35 and 6.07; s¢¢ Sec. 4.3). Calculations 
similar to those in Sec. 4.3 show that SPARI with the drop-tolerances u ed is better than DENS I 
for both problems when the computing time is taken into account (both in steps where a 
decomposition is performed and in steps where an old decomposition is used). The same is true 
when the storage needed is compared (the calculations being again similar to those carried out 
in See. 4.3). 
6. DROPPING SMALL ELEMENTS BEFORE THE START OF THE 
GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION 
Small elements are dropped only in the course of the Gaussian elimination by the rule 
described in Sec. 5. However, in many cases some of the elements in Ai,,,, see (2.4), are also 
small (i.e. (5. i) is also satisfied for some elements of A,,). If this is so. then it is worthwhile 
to scan the elements in array AJAC before the beginning of the Gaussian elimination and to 
remove all non-zero elements that are smaller (in absolute value) than the drop-tolerance T.
Such a previous can may be carried out (optionally) in SPAR I. The results obtained by running 
the working examples with the drop-tolerances u ed in Sec. 5 and with a previous scan for 
removing small elements are given in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2. For comparison the results 
obtained without a previous scan are also given (these results are identical with the results 
obtained with T > 0 in Table 5. I and in Table 5.2). 
The number NZI of non-zero elements in the beginning of the Gaussian elimination may 
be smaller than the number NZ of non-zero elements in matrix A,, when a scan for removing 
Table 5.2. Results obtained in a run of a Iw'se spectroscopic im,-blem (255 equationsl with ~ = 10 : and with 
two different values of the drop-tolerunce T 
Compared Chan~teristies T = 0.0 T = 1.0 
Function evaluations 979 985 
Successful steps 473 .176 
Decompositions 67 68 
Substitutions 3015 3499 
Non-zero elements in the beginning (NZ) 3323 3323 
Maximal number of occupied locations in AJAC 20170 7706 
Computing time 606.52 161.37 
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Table 6. I. Results obtained in a run of a medium spectroscopic problem (63 equations) with SPAR I by the 
use of e = 10  '. T = 2.0 and two options. NZI is the number of non-zero elements after the ,scan when a 
previous can is performed and NZI = NZ when no previous can is carried out 
Compared Characteristics Without a Scan With a Scan 
Function evaluations 1547 1583 
Successful steps 749 768 
Decompositions 85 84 
Substitutions 5364 5407 
Non-zero elements in the beginning (NZI) 839 336 
Maximal number of occupied locations in AJAC 896 518 
Computing time 35.01 29.24 
small elements is performed. Moreover, if such a scan is carried out, then it is not necessarily 
true that ix -> 1 (ix = (NZI + NF)/NZ = 0.62 when s = 63 and when a scan for removing 
small elements i  performed before the beginning of the Gaussian elimination). This latter fact 
indicates that the performance of a previous can may increase the efficiency considerably when 
there are many small elements in A, (this is the case for the medium spectroscopic problem 
with s = 63; see Table 6. ! ). Even if the number of non-zero elements removed in the previous 
scan is not very large (this is the case in the second example), savings both in storage and 
computing time may be achieved (see Table 6.2 as an illustration of this statement). 
It is seen from the tables that the first three characteristics, the function evaluations, the 
successful steps and the decompositions, are nearly the same for the two options; in the run of 
the system with 255 equations they are precisely the same. The number of substitutions i
increased (but not very much) when a scan for removing small elements before the beginning 
of the Gaussian elimination is carried out. Nevertheless, both the storage and the computing 
time are reduced (the decrease of the computing time is due to the decrease of the computing 
time in the most expensive part of the computational process; the decomposition time). 
It should be mentioned here that the non-zero elements in matrix ,,i,,, are recalculated, by 
the use of (2.4), at every iteration at step n, because this matrix is needed in the calculation of 
the residual vectors r!~J(h,); see (2.17). No non-zero element is removed from matrix ,,i when 
this matrix is used in the calculation of the residual vectors. The scan described in this section 
is carried out only before the Gaussian elimination and the matrix obtained after the scan is 
used in the calculation of the factors L, and U, as well as in the computation of the corrector 
vectors d!~J(h,,); see (2.18). 
7. AUTOMATIC  DETERMINAT ION OF THE DROP-TOLERANCE 
The optimal values of the drop-tolerance used in the previous two sections have been 
obtained by several trials. Assume that only one system of linear algebraic equations is to be 
solved. Then. as a rule, it is not very difficult to determine a good drop-tolerance (i.e. a drop- 
tolerance by which better esults, than the results obtained with T = 0, can be achieved). 
However. this is not so if one is interested in finding the optimal values of the drop-tolerance 
and the task of finding the optimal value of the drop-tolerance for a given system of linear 
algebraic equations is normally very difficult. Consider a long sequence of systems of linear 
Table 6.2. Results obtained in a run of a large spectroscopic problem (255 equations) with SPARI by the use 
of ~ = 10-:. T = 1.0 and two options. NZI is the number of non-zero elements after the scan when a previous 
scan is performed and NZI = NZ when no previous can is earned out 
Compared Characteristics Without a Scan With a Scan 
Function evaluations 985 985 
Successful steps 476 476 
Decompositions 68 68 
Substitutions 3499 3588 
Non-zero elements in the beginning (NZI) 3523 2171 
Maximal number of occupied locations in AJAC 7706 6523 
Computing time 161.37 144.21 
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Table 7.1. Results obtained in a run of a medium spectroscopic problem (b3 equational ~ith SPAR I by the 
use of ~ = 10-'. NZ1 is the number of non-zero elements after a previous scan with the final value of the 
drop-tolerance T 
Compared Characteristics Constant T Variable T 
Function evaluations 1583 1595 
Successful steps 768 774 
Decompositions 84 92 
Substitutions 5407 5984 
Non-zero elements in the beginning (NZI) 336 315 
Maximal number of occupied locations in AJAC 518 475 
Initial drop-tolerance 2.0 94.40 
Final drop-tolerance 2.0 2.17 
Computing time 29.24 30.12 
algebraic equations. For such a sequence it is possible to apply a device by which the code will 
attempt to determine values of the drop-tolerance that are nearly optimal. Moreover, this attempt 
is carried out automatically in the course of the solution process. Let a = max (I,~,1) where 
d 0 E / [ ,  (1 <- i ~ s, 1 -<j < s). Set Ti,,i,, = 0.1a. Begin the calculations with T = Tin,t,~t and 
set T = 0.5T each time when the iterative process fails to converge at steps where an LU- 
decomposition has been computed (i.e. at steps n with n E {i, 2 . . . . .  N} at which L,, and U,, 
are used in the IR process). If the drop-tolerance has been reduced J times (J = 10 in SPAR 1 ). 
then T = 0 is used in the further computations. The device described above is very simple. 
The main idea is: carry out some extra work in the starting phase of the computational process 
and then solve efficiently the remaining systems of linear algebraic equations using the nearly 
optimal drop-tolerance found in the starting phase. Note that it is not necessary to assume that 
the sequence of systems of linear algebraic equations appears after a discretization of a system 
of ODE's. However, if this is the case, then an additional device, by which the drop-tolerance 
could be increased, may be incorporated in the above algorithm (in which the drop-tolerance 
could only be decreased). Assume that a step. say n, is rejected twice. After each rejection the 
stepsize is decreased by the code (in the particular case where SPARI is in use the stepsize is 
reduced by a factor of 2 after a rejection). This means that the diagonal elements of ,~,, are 
normally increased (by a rather considerable factor) after each rejection--see (2.4) and (2.5). 
One should expect hat the matrix ,/., becomes diagonally dominant (or at least closer to a 
diagonally dominant matrix) when the stepsize is reduced twice and that the IR process will 
converge ven if T is larger. Therefore T = 2T is set when the step is rejected twice. 
The examples used in the previous three sections were also run with the algorithm described 
above. The results are given in Table 7.1 and Table 7.2. For comparison the best results obtained 
until now (those found in Section 6 with a scan for removing small elements before the Gaussian 
elimination) are also given in these tables. It is seen that the code is able to determine a nearly 
optimal drop-tolerance. The computing times are slightly larger than those obtained by the use 
of an optimal value of the drop-tolerance (but remember that these optimal values were found 
by several trials). The difference is very small even when the final drop-tolerance is smaller 
than the optimal one. This is so because on a considerable part of the integration interval the 
Table 7.2. Results obtained in a run of a large spectroscopic problem (255 equations) with SPARI by the use 
of • = 10 : .  NZI is the number of non-zero elements after a previous scan with the final value of the 
drop-tolerance T. 
Compa~d Chatncteristics Constant T Variable T 
Function evaluations 985 1003 
Successful steps 476 484 
Decompositions 68 8 I 
Substitutions 3588 3852 
Non-zero elements in the beginning (NZI) 2171 2283 
Maximal number of occupied locations in AJAC 6523 6634 
Initial drop-tolerance 1.0 55.54 
Final drop-tolerance 1.0 0.87 
Computing time 144.21 148.f~) 
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drop-tolerance used is larger than the final drop-tolerance. Taking into account hat the user 
will in general not be able to find easily the optimal value of the drop-tolerance (this being 
especially true when the problem is large), the algorithm for an automatic determination of
nearly optimal values for the drop-tolerance must be considered as very efficient. It must be 
emphasized here that this conclusion was drawn after many different tests (not only spectroscopic 
problems were used in these tests). Therefore the algorithm for determining the value of the 
most suitable drop-tolerance for the problem under consideration is a very useful option in the 
code SPAR I. The results presented in the next section indicate that for some classes of problems 
options based on the algorithms described in Sec. 5-Sec. 7 are the only options by which 
stringent problems can be handled. 
8. APPL ICAT ION TO STR INGENT PROBLEMS 
The algorithm described in Sec. 5-Sec. 7 is very efficient when the problem is stringent 
in the sense that the straightforward application of the classical sparse matrix techniques (no 
small elements dropped) leads to a great amount of fill-ins. If the problem solved is large, then 
many fill-ins are as a rule created uring the decomposition stage. An example will be given 
in this section. Consider a spectroscopic problem with 1023 equations. The number of non- 
zero elements in matrix A(t) is normally very large for such problems. In the particular example 
discussed here the number of non-zero elements in A(t) is NZ = 64517 (i.e. the average number 
of non-zero elements per row is about 64). The results obtained by SPARI with an automatic 
determination of the drop-tolerance and with a previous scan for removing small non-zero 
elements are given in Table 8. I. 
An attempt to perform the corresponding computations by the use of the classical option 
of SPARI (without any dropping of small elements) has been carried out. The subroutine spent 
about one hour CPU time on an IBM 3081 to perform 23 time-steps or, in other words, to 
integrate the system in the interval from 0.0 to 1.55 (the time-interval is [0.0, 100.0]). Four 
decompositions were calculated in this part of the integration i terval. The number of locations 
occupied in AJAC was 352470 and this shows why the computational process is so expensive. 
Even on the IBM 3081 this system of ODE's causes storage problems. On machines without 
paging systems it will be very difficult to overcome the storage difficulties. 
The example discussed above illustrates the great efficiency of the algorithms discussed 
in Sec. 5-Sec. 7. However, it should be pointed out that there are problems where no non- 
zero elements are dropped in the course of the decomposition stage (or only a few non-zero 
elements are dropped). For such problems the algorithms from Sec. 5-Sec. 7 will work but will 
not be very efficient and it will be better to use the classical option (where no attempt to drop 
non-zero elements i carried out). This is the reason for keeping options based on both algorithms 
in SPAR I. It is important to emphasize that even if an option based on the algorithms from 
Sec. 5-Sec. 7 is specified for a problem where no element is dropped, the penalty (in terms of 
computing time) is not large, while the above example shows that an option in which no dropping 
of small elements i allowed should be used ver)' carefully because if such an option is applied 
to a problem in the solution of which many fill-ins appear, then the penalty will be catastrophic. 
Thus, an option similar to that described in Sec. 5-Sec. 7 is absolutely necessary in a software 
Table 8. I. Results obtained in a run of a stringent spectroscopic problem (1023 equations) with SPARI by the 
use of (~ = 10-:. NZI is the number of non-zero elements after a previous can with the final value of the 
drop-tolerance 
Function evaluations 1615 
Successful steps 788 
Decompositions 76 
Substitutions 4701 
Non-zero elements in A(t) 64517 
Non-zero elements after the last scan (NZI) 13571 
Maximal number of occupied locations in AJAC 75013 
Initial drop-tolerance 146.00 
Final drop-tolerance I. 14 
Computing time 2124.00 
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for solving ODE's, but it is also useful to have options where the sparse matrix technique is 
applied in the usual way (without dropping of small non-zero elements). 
Finally, it should be mentioned that the large spectroscopic problems are not the only class 
of problems which could cause great difficulties for the classical sparse matrix technique (without 
dropping small non-zero elements). The same is true for some other classes of problems. A 
similar situation, as in the example given above, occurs when some large problems (2000 
equations, about 15000 non-zero elements), by which different biological patterns are modelled. 
are solved. It should be pointed out that these problems which seem to be very innocent (only 
about 7.5 non-zero elements per row, in average) are extremely difficult when no small elements 
are removed. In this case the number of fill-ins in the LU-decomposition is about 290000: if 
small elements are removed, then the corresponding number is about 36000 only. 
9. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The solution of medium and large systems of linear ODE's with sparse Jacobian matnces 
is discussed in this paper under several assumptions. Most of the assumptions are introduced 
in order to facilitate the exposition of the results. Nevertheless, everal remarks on these 
assumptions and on the possibility to extend the ideas for some other classes of methods eem 
to be necessary. 
Remark 9.1. The code developed SPARI is based on a particular integration method 
(described in Sec. 2). The main ideas (application of some sparse matrix technique, introduction 
of a drop-tolerance and development of a device for automatic determination of nearly optimal 
values of the drop-tolerance) could be applied in connection with other integration methods (as, 
for example, the BDF's; see Example 1.1). However, the functions g(v, NS), ~(Iz, p) and g*(l~) 
from (4.2), (4.7) and (4.10) are dependent on the integration method used. It is nearly obvious 
how these functions should be modified when the method is changed. Note too that these 
functions are dependent not only on the basic integration method but also on the device applied 
in the error control. 
Remark 9.2. In many cases the Jacobian matrices of the systems of ODE's solved are band 
(this being especially true when the systems of ODE's appear after the space disretization of 
partial differential equations). If this is so and if the bandwidth of the matrix is small, it may 
be useful to exploit he bandedness of the Jacobian matrix. A code BANDI for solving systems 
of ODE's with band Jacobian matrices is in process of development (subroutines of the well- 
known package LINPACK, see Dongarra et al.[5], will be attached to this code). A comparison 
of BANDI with SPARI will be carried out in the near future. Such a comparison is needed 
because while it is clear that the use of sparse matrix technique only is not competitive with 
the use of band matrix technique, the result of the comparison is not very clear when the sparse 
matrix technique is combined with the powerful use of a drop-tolerance. Some results, which 
indicate that such a comparison is desirable, are given in Zlatev and Thomsen{23] and Osterby 
and Ziatev[30]. 
Remark 9.3. The code SPARI is designed for systems of linear ODE's. There are two 
reasons for this. The first reason is the fact that systems of linear ODE's do appear very often 
in the applications. The second reason is the fact that the linearity can easily be exploited in 
the solution in order to increase the efficiency (the evaluation of the Jacobian matrix is trivial. 
the integration formulae could be rewritten in a more readable form when f(t, y) = A(t)y + 
b(t), special devices valid only for linear ODE's could be developed). This shows that if the 
system of ODE's is linear, then the iinearity should be exploited. An attempt in this direction 
has been made by developing the code SPAR I. However, the main ideas applied in this paper 
(use of some sparse matrix technique, introduction of a drop-tolerance and development of an 
algorithm for automatic determination f the drop-tolerance) may also be applied to non-linear 
systems y' = f(t, y) of ODE's. For such systems ome quasi-Newton iterative process hould 
be used instead of the IR process applied in this paper. The shifted Jacobian matrix V,J + c3f/ 
8y has to be factorized (instead of matrix An; see Sec. 2). The computation of Of/c~y may be 
very expensive, but when this matrix is calculated, one can (in principle at least) use the same 
ideas as in the previous ections. 
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